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Axians Infoma GmbH is the experienced partner of local governments and their authorities, data centres and church 
organizations. This sustainable, economic and modern product and service offer provides the customers with the 
possibility of successfully coping with current and future challenges. With the modular software, Infoma newsystem 
is a uniquely integrated complete solution for financial accounting, supplemented by specialized methods and 
solutions surrounding the theme of eGovernment. Axians Infoma is also paving the way for the digitization of 
administrative processes by providing conceptional advice and supporting customers in implementation. 
 
All in all, more than 1,100 federal German local authorities of all sizes use Infoma newsystem products, and of these 
authorities, more than 900 deploy the Infoma newsystem financial system. There are about 400 customers on the 
customer list in the facilities management sector. As such, Axians Infoma is a market leader in the financial 
accounting and municipal facility management sector. 
 
Within the framework of the Infoma partner group, which was founded by us in 2002 and is a cooperation between 
innovative datacentres, the members sell the Infoma newsystem products both autonomously as well as centrally, 
as full-scope service providers. 
 
Thanks to the combination of the solution and consultation portfolio of Axians Infoma’s affiliated companies IKVS, 
PCO and IT&T, customers in Germany, Austria and Switzerland are afforded the opportunity of covering and 
controlling all tasks in the field of local finances from one source. 
 
Axians Infoma belongs to Axians, the global family brand for ICT solutions by VINCI Energies. 
www.axians-infoma.com   
 
 

About Axians 
Axians supports its customers — private-sector companies, public-sector entities, operators and service providers 
— in their infrastructures and digital solutions development. To this end, Axians offers a comprehensive range of ICT 
solutions and services spanning business applications and data analytics, enterprise networks and digital 
workspaces, datacenters and cloud service, telecommunications infrastructure and cybersecurity. Axians's 
specialized consulting, design, integration and service teams develop bespoke solutions that transform technology 
into added values. 
 
Axians is a VINCI Energies brand. 
 
2016: €1.8 billion revenue // 8,000 employees // 210 business units // 18 countries 
www.axians.com  
 
 

About VINCI Energies 
In a world undergoing constant change, VINCI Energies focuses on connections, performance, energy efficiency and 
data to fast-track the rollout of new technologies and support two major changes: the digital transformation and the 
energy transition. With their strong regional roots and agile organizational structure, VINCI Energies’ business units 
boost the reliability, safety and efficiency of energy, transport and communication infrastructure, factories and 
buildings. 
 
2016: €10.2 billion revenue // 64,500 employees // 1,600 business units // 52 countries 
www.vinci-energies.com 
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